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Abstract

Coverage and capacity are optimized in fifth generation (5G) networks by small base sta-

tion (SBS) distribution in the coverage realm of macro base station (MBS). However, sys-

tem performance is significantly reduced by inter-cell interference (ICI) because of the

orthogonal frequency division multiple access assumption. In addition to ICI, this work

considers intentional jammers’ interference (IJI) due to the presence of jammers. These

Jammers try to inject undesirable energies into the legitimate communication band, which

significantly degrade uplink (UL) signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). To reduce ICI and IJI,

in this work, we employ SBS muting, where the SBSs near MBS are switched off. To fur-

ther mitigate ICI and IJI, we use one of the effective interference management schemes

a.k.a reverse frequency allocation (RFA). We presume that due to mitigation in ICI and

IJI, the UL coverage performance of the proposed network model can be further

improved.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets) is a promising candidate technology for the future

fifth generation (5G) networks [1–3]. The world wireless research forum predicts high speed

connectivity for trillion of devices in the near future [4]. 5G networks can achieve capacity of

100 Gbps with improved battery life, higher coverage, and enhanced user accommodation [5,

6]. HetNets are made up of tiny, small base stations (SBS) coupled with high-power macro

base stations (MBS) from a homogeneous cellular network [2, 7]. The deployment of such base

stations (BSs) enhances network scalability [8, 9].
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Intra-cell interference(ICI) is still the key limiting factor in HetNets despite the adoption of

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), which results in minimal intra-cell

interference [10, 11].

The functioning of the HetNet network can be negatively impacted by severe intentional

jammers’ interference (IJI) caused by jammers’ presence [12–14]. The location of base stations

transmit power, and other network parameters are all presumptively known to such jammers

[13]. Therefore, by introducing undesired energy in the appropriate communication range,

they can significantly degrade the uplink (UL) signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) [13]. Due to

(i) decreased MBS-edge user (M-EU) power transmission in UL, (ii) greater M-EU user dis-

tances, and (iii) a higher path-loss exponent, IJI is effective in UL [14, 15].

SBS muting is taken into consideration in HetNets because I a user receives more coverage

close to the MBS [5] and (ii) a higher MBS transmit power causes significant co-tier interfer-

ence [16]. Due to less SBS deployment, SBS muting results in lower ICI and IJI, which

enhances network coverage [17].

We refer to SBS muting by non-uniform HetNets (NUHs) and without SBS muting by uni-

form HetNets (UHs) in the remaining sections of the work. Different interference mitigation

strategies, including reverse frequency allocation (RFA) [18], cell range extension (CRE)(CRE)

[19], and fractional frequency reuse (FFR) [20], are used in the state-of-the-art. RFA is

regarded as one of these plans’ proactive and effective interference mitigation strategies [18,

21].

Different key 5G technologies with their applications are presented in [22, 23]. Latest work

on HetNets along with emerging technologies, such as (i) non-orthogonal multiple access

(NOMA), (ii) massive multiple input multiple outputs (massive MIMO), and (iii) millimeter

wave can be found in [24–26].

The works in [27, 28] evaluate both intra-cell interference and ICI in 5G networks. The

authors used inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) technique to mitigate the interference.

Through results, it is shown that ICIC leads to improved network performance results. Simi-

larly, in [29], the authors investigate the inter-block interference (IBI) and ICI in HetNets.

They propose a novel precoding scheme to reduce ICI and IJI in HetNets.

Their proposed model leads to significant performance superiority due to lower IJI and ICI.

The above-mentioned work, however, lacks to investigate both SBS muting and RFA scheme.

The work in [30] study the security aspects of 5G networks focusing on various types of

attacks and security services. Moreover, security concerns are evaluated for different 5G tech-

nologies, such as software-defined networks, device-to-device communications, heteroge-

neous networks, massive MIMO, and the Internet of things. Moreover, attacks on 5G

networks including traffic analysis, eavesdropping, denial of service, distributed denial of ser-

vice, and jamming are investigated. The study in [31], provides an in-depth analysis of differ-

ent jamming and anti-jamming techniques in 5G networks. Similarly, the works in [32]

investigate the spoofing and jamming of the physical downlink and UL control channels and

signals in 5G networks. Moreover, they employ various jamming methods to evaluate network

immunity against jamming. They conclude that effective measures are needed to mitigate jam-

ming in 5G networks. In contrast to our work, [30–32] lacks the employment of RFA and SBS

muting to reduce ICI and IJI.

In [33], the authors employ NOMA enabled NUH, where SBSs are distributed with differ-

ent densities in various regions. Through results, they demonstrate that NOMA-enabled NUH

outperforms all other scenarios in terms of energy efficiency. Similarly, the works in [34, 35]

explore the employment of NUHs. Their results indicate significant performance improve-

ment due to lower interference achieved by SBS muting in HetNets. However, the latest work

of [33–35] lacks to analyze IJI in HetNets.
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The latest work on RFA employment can be found in [17, 21, 36], where RFA scheme leads

to better coverage and rate due to effective mitigation of interference. However, they lack to

investigate both NUH and intentional jammers in HetNets.

In this work, we look into HetNets’ performance in terms of coverage when there is IJI and

ICI. To alleviate the impact of ICI and IJI we use SBS muting as well as RFA as a preventive

measure for interference mitigation.

1.2 Approach and contributions

The paper uses two layers of BS, known as MBSs and SBSs, to illustrate a model based on Het-

Nets. IJI attacks frequently result in additional UL intersections in addition to the typical ICI.

Thus, the system as a whole is considered degenerative. In Fig 1A and 1B. the network models

are displayed. The MBS service area is divided into two sections: the inner zone, designated

A1, and the edge region, designated A2, with radii Δs1 and Δs2, accordingly [37, 38].

The significance of this work from the state-of-the-art can be summarized as follow.

1. The work in [27–29] evaluates both intra-cell interference and ICI in 5G networks. How-

ever, they lack to investigate IJI.

2. In contrast to our work, [30–32] lacks the employment of RFA and SBS muting to reduce

ICI and IJI.

3. The latest work of [33–35] evaluates NUHs but lacks to analyse IJI in HetNets.

4. The latest work on RFA employment can be found in [17, 21, 36]. However, they lack to

investigate both NUH and IJI in HetNets.

The following are this paper’s significant contributions.

1. Analysis of the UL coverage for the typical user which is defined as Slivnyak theorem states

that the statistical characteristics of an independent homogeneous Poission Point Process

(IHPPP) are preserved and simplified by a typical user at origin [39, 40]., U, in A2 when IJI

and ICI are present.

Fig 1. The proposed framework of HetNet that incorporates. A: Uniform HetNets. B: Non-uniform HetNets. C: Legends.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g001
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2. This study examines how proactive interference control strategies can reduce IJI and ICI.

RFA and the use of NUHs, a smart network design technique.

3. For (i) UHs with RFA employment (see (10)) and (ii) NUHs with RFA employment (see

(11)), we develop coverage probability expressions.

4. The outcomes are presented for various network characteristics, including SIR threshold,

jammers’ density and transmitted power, users’ transmit power and density of SBS.

1.3 Paper organization

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. The system model is presented in Section 2.

The suggested model’s coverage probabilities are calculated in Section 3. Section 4 contains the

results and commentary. The paper is finished in Section 5. Table 1 showcases a qualitative

tabulation of various references that carried work based on our proposed work that needs

improvements while, Table 2 contains an index of the notations made in the article. And

finally, Table 3 has the system parameters defined.

2 System model

This section presents the suggested network design as shown in Fig 1A and 1B. Due to multi-

tier BSs deployment and the existence of intentional jammers the network performance

degrades severely due to ICI and IJI. UL communication of M-EUs in HetNets are susceptible

to IJI and ICI because of lower UL transmit power and longer transmission distances between

MBS and M-EUs. Moreover, we incorporate RFA in NUH with non uniform BSs deployment

to mitigate both ICI and IJI and thus, enhance UL performance of M-EUs. Preliminary mathe-

matical results obtained in this section are used for coverage probability assessment in Section

3.

Table 1. Qualitative reference table.

S.No. Reference Methodology Technique Benefits Drawbacks

1 [12] Heterogeneous Wireless network

model (HWNs)with nodes of each

tier are located and deployed in PPP

with intensities known.

Expressions are derived for

random multitier HWNs where

joint blackhole jamming attacks

exist.

Detection and avoiding association of end

users with malicious nodes such as

jammers and blackholes.

5G is susceptible to

jamming attacks leading

to legitimate user

coverage interference.

2 [13] Key parameters of 5G are discussed

especially various channels and

exchanges between signals over

equipment and base stations.

Jamming attack detection such as

packet delivery and drop ratios

etc., while using the threshold of

the defined metrics.

Jamming attack mitigation through

frequency hopping spread spectrum(FHSS)

and direct sequence spread spectrum

(DSSS).

DSSS is capable of

achieving protection of

high degrees.

3 [14] Adaptive bias configuration strategy

is presented for range extension

(RE) through cell load balancing.

Dynamic adaptive bias value is set

in accordance to the

environmental changes.

RE has the potential to avail low-powered

node resource efficiently as well as

effectively through cell edge performance.

If bias value is not set

properly, interference

may increase.

4 [15] Decoupling association (DeCA) is

used for MBS M-EUs to improve

UL SIR.

DeCa with RFA Wide-band jammer (WBJ) cluster severely

reduces the UL communication.

Jammer density and

transmit power degrades

network.

5 [16] Ground-to-air offloading and BS

coordination scheme to enhance

mobile users (MUs) performance.

Network throughput, Average

spectral efficiency (SE), and

analysis through a theoretical

framework.

Simulations and numerical analysis

validate the impact of key system

parameters on system performance

demonstrating UAV-assisted offloading

scheme advantages.

Flying UAVs require a

power source.

Our

Work

[39] RFA in NUH with non-uniform

BSs deployment.

RFA ICI and IJI mitigation to enhance UL

performance of M-EU’s.

Wastage of SBS resources

and system performance

degrades due to OFDMA.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.t001
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2.1 Network layoutS

In this paper, we consider two-tier HetNet comprising of co-deployed SBS’s with MBS’s. We

suppose that there exist intentional jammers throughout the network which degrade the

desired communication link. MBS’s, SBS’s, users, and jammers are distributed via IHPPPs ϕM,

ϕS, ϕu, and ϕJ, respectively [17]. The density of MBSs, SBSs, users, and jammers is zM, zS, zu,

and zJ, respectively. The proposed network models are presented in Fig 1A and 1B [17, 18, 33].

We assume that the UL communication of M-EUs are stressed by IJI and ICI. This work

assumes NUHs with RFA in contrast to UHs with RFA to reduce ICI and IJI. Moreover, we

investigate the UL coverage performance of U located in A2. The path loss exponent is denoted

by α [41, 42]. The Rayleigh fading gain, i.e., |h|2 * exp(1) [17, 40] is represented by |h|. For

RFA and NUH employment, we divide the MBS coverage region in to A1 and A2 with radii Δs1
and Δs2, respectively [37, 43].

2.2 Jamming mechanism

Jammers are considered to transmits unwanted energy across the entire spectrum of the com-

munication system to reduce network performance [37, 38, 44]. This work assumes that the

Table 2. Notation summary.

Notation Description

ϕM, ϕS, ϕj IHPPPs of MBSs, SBSs, and jammers, respectively

ν Typical user

ΓM SIR threshold for MBS

Δs1, Δs2 Radii of A1 and A2, respectively

PUL
t;n UL transmit power of ν

zM, zS, zj Densities of uniformly distributed MBSs, SBSs and jammers, respectively

α Path loss exponent, 8 αM = αS = α and α > 2

|hl|, |hk|, |hj| Power gain Rayleigh fading of MBS, SBS and jammers, respectively

rl, rk, rj distances from MBSs, SBSs, and jammers, respectively 8 l 2 {ϕM}, k 2 {ϕS}, and j 2 {ϕj}

SIRUL
M Uplink SIR received by MBS

UL, DL Uplink and Downlink, respectively

L Laplace transform parameter

η1 Ratio of PDL
t;S and PUL

t;n

η2 Ratio of Pt;j and PUL
t;n

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.t002

Table 3. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Configuration

MBS, SBS, and IJs IHPPP

Channel bandwidth 10 MHz

No. of iterations in simulation 10000

Δs1, Δs2 600 and 1000 m, respectively

zS 90 / π(500m)2 [35]

zM 3 / π(500m)2 [39]

zj 15 / π(500m)2 [39]

PDL
t;M, PDL

t;S ,Pt,J, PUL
t;u 40 dBm, 30 dBm, 20 dBm and 20 dBm, respectively [48]

αm = αs = α 2 < α� 4 [49]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.t003
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jammers are located uniformly in the coverage vicinity of MBS which are distributed accord-

ing to IHPPP [35, 45]. The UL communications of M-EUs in HetNet is significantly degraded

by ICI and IJI [39]. Due to power constraints, jammers in lower density or located at far dis-

tance merely cause any harm to the communication system [15]. Therefore, such low power

jammers to be effective, they must be well tuned and need to be located near the target [45,

46]. Moreover, in worst case scenario, jammers block the UL communication in HetNets and,

thus, cause the distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks [39, 45].

2.3 Reverse frequency allocation

Due to efficient interference mitigation, RFA-based resource partitioning significantly

improves coverage [39]. By using RFA, the entire spectrum is left open for an SBS to use in the

opposite direction and in non-overlapping regions [18, 39]. Various sub-bands are used inter-

changeably among SBSs and MBSs while following RFA as Ag
l 8 g 2 (1, 2) and l 2 (M, S) used

alternatively. Fig 2 showcases this scenario. M stands for MBS, while S stands for SBS.

In-accordance with RFA, total alloted frequency band, F, is further divided into sub-bands

with different frequencies, i.e., F1 and F2, such that F =
S

z2(1,2) Fz, as shown in Fig 2. Whereas,

these sub-bands F1 and F2 of MBS is used for UL and DL communication in outer area macro

cell (A2
M) and inner area of macro cell (A1

M), respectively. For the UL and DL communication,

these sub-bands are further split into UL and DL sub-carriers which are modeled as F1 = F1,

UL+ F1,DL and F2 = F2,UL+ F2,DL, respectively. Similar to F1 and F2, as sub-band frequencies of

Fig 2. RFA architecture in HetNets.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g002
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MBS, the sub-bands for SBSs are F0
1

and F0
2
, respectively, which are reversely used in the corre-

sponding regions reciprocally, i.e., outer region of SBS, A2
S, and center region of SBS, A1

S,

respectively. These sub-bands of SBSs i.e., F0
1

and F0
2
, are further cut-up into sub-carriers of UL

and DL denoted respectively as F0
2
¼ F0

2;UL þ F0
2;DL and F0

1
¼ F0

1;UL þ F0
1;DL for notation clarity.

3 Coverage probability

This section focus on the assessment of coverage probability in the proposed network scenar-

ios where ν is assumed to be located in A2 and in A1; (i) uplink coverage probability for uni-

form HetNets (UHs’) is presented in Subsection 3.1 while (ii) the uplink coverage probability

in case of non-uniform HetNets (NUHs’) is derived in Subsection 3.2.

3.1 Uplink coverage probability for uniform HetNets (UHs)

The UL coverage probability when there are intentional jammers (IJs) and RFA, PUL;∗
A2
ðGMÞ,

while considering ν in A2 can be obtained as:

PUL;∗
A2
ðGMÞ ¼ P ðSIRUL

M > GMÞ: ð1Þ

Following the architecture of RFA, the total interference in UL is the addition of the UL

interference from MBSs in A2, i.e., IUL
�M;A2

, the DL interference from SBSs in A1, i.e., IDL
�s ;A1

, and

the interference from IJs, i.e., IJ,A. Therefore, SIRUL
M from (1) can be written as:

SIRUL
M ¼

PUL
t;n jhMj

2r� aM

IUL�M ;A2
þ IDL�S;A1

þ I�J ;A
: ð2Þ

Eq (2) can be expanded as:

SIRUL
M ¼

PUL
t;n jhMj

2r� aMX

l2�M

PUL
t;l jhlj

2r� al þ
X

k2�S

PDL
t;k jhkj

2r� ak þ
X

j2�J

Pt;jjhjj
2r� aj

:
ð3Þ

In (3), PUL
t;l is the ν UL transmission power connected with MBS, PDL

t;k is the transmission

power of SBS, and Pt,j is the emitting power of jammers. Moreover, substituting (2) into (1),

we obtain PUL;∗
A2
ðGMÞ as:

PUL;∗
A2

GMð Þ ¼
ð1Þ
P

PUL
t;n jhMj

2r� aM

IUL�M;A2
þ IDL�S ;A1

þ I�J ;A
> GM

 !

¼
ð2Þ
ErM;IUL�M ;A2

;IDL
�S ;A1

;I�J ;A
exp �

raMGM

PUL
t;n

�
IUL
�M;A2
þIDL

�S ;A1
þI�J ;A

�
 !" #

¼
ð3Þ
ErM

LIUL
�M ;A2

sð Þ � LIDL
�S ;A1

sð Þ � LI�J ;A
sð Þ

� ��
�
�
�
s¼
raMGM

PUL
t;n

:

ð4Þ

Here, Step (1) follows from the coverage probability definition [17, 40]. Step (2) follows

from Step (1) by using the void property of IHPPPs [40]. Similarly, Step (3) is obtained by

replacing
raMGM

PUL
t;n

by s, where s ¼
raMGM

PUL
t;n

. In addition, Stage (4) is obtained by the use of the expo-

nential property of additions in products i.e., exp(a + b) = exp(a) × exp(b).
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The Laplace transform (LT) of interference in UL from MBSs in A2, i.e., LIUL
�M ;A2

, is obtained

as:

LIUL
�M ;A2

sð Þ¼
ðaÞ
EIUL

�M ;A2

exp
�
� IUL

�M;A2
s
�h i
�
�
�
�
�
s¼
raMGM

PUL
t;n

¼
ðbÞ
EIUL

�M ;A2
;jhl j

2

"

exp

 

� s
X

l2�M

PUL
t;n jhlj

2r� al

!#

¼
ðcÞ
EIUL

�M ;A2
;jhl j

2

"
Y

l2�M

exp ð� jhlj
2
GMr

a

Mr
� a

l Þ

#

¼
ðdÞ
EIUL

�M ;A2

"
Y

l2�M

Ejhl j2exp ð� jhlj
2
GMr

a

Mr
� a

l Þ

#

¼
ðeÞ
EIUL

�M ;A2

Y

l2�M

1

1þ GM
rl
rM

� �� a

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5

¼
ðf Þ
exp � 2pzM

Z Ds2

Ds1

rldrl

1þ
rl

G1=a

M rM

 !a

0

B
B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
C
A

¼
ðgÞ
exp � pzMG

2=a

M r2
M

Z Ds2
G

1=a

M rM

� �2

Ds1
G

1=a

M rM

� �2

du
1þ ðuÞa=2

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

¼
ðhÞ
exp

zMpGMDs
ð2� aÞ

2 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � GM

rM
Ds2

� �a� !

�

zMpGMDs
ð2� aÞ

1 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � GM

rM
Ds1

� �a� �!

:

ð5Þ

Here, Step (a) follows the definition of LT [40], Step (b) is achieved by substituting

IUL
�M;A2

¼
P

l2�M

PUL
t;l jhljr� al , into Step (a), Step (c) is achieved by replacing s, s.t., s ¼

raMGM

PUL
t;n

, into Step

(b), Step (e) is followed by evaluating the LT of Step (d) with respect to hj, Step (f), is followed

by considering probability generating functional (PGFL) of IHPPP [47], Step (g) is achieved by

replacing u ¼
rj

ðGMÞ
1=arM

 !2

into Step (f), and Step (h) is achieved from Gauss-hypergeomet-

ric approximation of Step (g) [47].
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Similarly, the LT of the total UL interference received from the MBSs in A1, i.e., LIUL
�M ;A1

ðsÞ,

is obtained as:

LIUL
�M ;A2

ðsÞ

¼ exp

 
zMpGMDs

ð2� aÞ

2 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � GM

rM
Ds2

� �a� �

�
zMpGMDs

ð2� aÞ

1 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � GM

rM
Ds1

� �a� �!

:

ð6Þ

In addition, the LT of the DL interference from SBSs in A1, i.e., LIDL
�S ;A1

, can be written in a

similar way as far (5), and is given as:

LIDL
�S ;A1

¼

exp

 
z
0

SpZ3GMx
ð2� aÞ

2 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � Z3GM

rM
x2

� �a� �

�

z
0

SpZ3GMx
ð2� aÞ

1 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � Z3GM

rM
x1

� �a� �!

:

ð7Þ

LI�J ;A
ðsÞ ¼

exp

 
zjpZ2GMz

ð2� aÞ

2 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � Z2GM

rM
z2

� �a� �

�

zjpZ2GMz
ð2� aÞ

1 raM
a=2 � 1 2F1 1; 1 �

2

a
; 2 �

2

a
; � Z2GM

rM
z1

� �a� �!

:

ð8Þ

η2 is the ratio of PDL
t;S and PUL

t;n where PDL
t;S is the DL transmit power of SBSs.

The UL coverage probability, PUL;∗
A2
ðGMÞ, in the presence of ICI, IJI, and RFA employment

while considering ν in A2 can be written as [17]

PUL;∗
A2
ðGMÞ ¼

Z d2

Ds1

LIUL
�M ;A2

ðsÞ � LIDL
�S ;A1

ðsÞ � LI�J ;A
ðsÞ

frM;n jnA2
ðrM;nÞdrM;n:

ð9Þ

PUL;∗
A2
ðGMÞ ¼

2pzM
expð� zMpd2

1
Þ

Z Ds2

Ds1

exp

 
pGMraM
a=2 � 1

"

zMDs
ð2� aÞ

2 J a;� GM
rM
Ds2

� �a� �

� zMDs1
ð2� aÞJ a; � GM

rM
Ds1

� �a� �

:

þ z
0

SZ3Ds
ð2� aÞ

1 J a; � GMZ3

rM
Ds1

� �a� �

� z
0

SZ3yð2� aÞJ a; � GMZ3

rM
y

� �a� �

þ zjZ2Ds
ð2� aÞ

2 J a; � GMZ2

rM
Ds2

� �a� �

� zjZ2yð2� aÞJ a; � GMZ2

rM
y

� �a� �#

� zMpr2
M

!

rMdrM:

ð10Þ
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PUL
A2
GMð Þ ¼

2pzM
expð� zMpd2

1
Þ

Z Ds2

Ds1

exp

 
pGMraM
a=2 � 1

"

zMDs
ð2� aÞ

2 J a; � GM
rM
Ds2

� �a� �

� zMDs1
ð2� aÞJ a; � GM

rM
Ds1

� �a� �

þzjZ2Ds
ð2� aÞ

2 J a; � GMZ2

rM
Ds2

� �a� �

� zjZ2yð2� aÞJ a; � GMZ2

rM
y

� �a� �#

� zMpr2
M

!

rMdrM:

ð11Þ

By substituting (6), (7), and (8) into (9), PUL;∗
A2
ðGMÞ is expressed as (10).

3.2 Uplink coverage probability for non-uniform HetNets (NUHs’)

Non-uniform heterogeneous network deployment is established where SBS in A1 is muted and

user in that vicinity is in coverage with MBS. The UL coverage probability, PUL
A2
ðGMÞ, while

assuming IJs, RFA, and ν in A2 can be written as

PUL
A2
ðGMÞ ¼

Z d2

Ds1

LIUL
�M ;A2

ðsÞ � LI�J ;A
ðsÞfrM;n jnA2

ðrM;nÞdrM;n: ð12Þ

By substituting (6) and (8) into (12), PUL
A1
ðGMÞ is expressed as (11). In (10) and (11), J ð�Þ

indicates the Gauss-hypergeometric function.

4 Results and discussion

This section describes results for the user’s UL coverage probability while taking into consider-

ation: (i) UL coverage probability of UH and (ii) UL coverage probability of NUH. MATLAB

2015a has been used in drawing our results. MBS, SBS, jammers and users are dispersed in A =

π(500m)2, s.t., A = A1UA2. Transmitted power by MBS, SBS, jammers, and users are supposed

to be 40 dBm, 30 dBm, 20 dBm, and 20 dBm, respectively. Various network parameters such

as zM, zS, zj, ΓM, Pt,J and PUL
t;u are assumed for analyzing UL coverage when the user is located in

A2.

Fig 3 compares UL coverage probability for different values of ΓM in A2. This figure

assumes zj = 0 and 100, for both UH and NUH network scenarios. This figure indicates that

the simulation results will coincide with the numerical results both for UH and NUH. The

plots in the figure further demonstrate that NUHs with zj = 0 lead to the highest coverage gain

as compared with the rest of the scenarios. This is due to improved interference mitigation by

NUHs as a result of lower SBS deployment.

In Fig 4, we demonstrate UL coverage probability against different values of ΓM for both

UH and NUH in A2. This figure is obtained for zj = 0 and 100 and zS/zM = 30. This result dem-

onstrates that NUH with RFA outperforms the other scenarios due to significant interference

mitigation. At ΓM = −10dB, the proposed NUH with RFA and zj = 0 leads to 20% UL coverage

gain.

In Fig 5A and 5B, we compare UL coverage probability against different values of ΓM for

UH and NUH, respectively. The plots in both the figures are obtained for zj = 0, 100, 200, 300,

400, 500. Moreover, the results indicate that a sufficient number of IJs in the network are

needed to significantly degrade UL coverage because of the wideband nature and low trans-

mission power of IJs. Furthermore, increasing the value zj leads to lower UL coverage in both

UH and NUH due to higher interference. The results indicate significant coverage perfor-

mance improvements by RFA and NUH due to effective interference mitigation.

In Fig 6A and 6B, we evaluate UL coverage probability for different values of zj, while con-

sidering RFA, UH, and NUH. The plots are obtained for ΓM = 0 dB, −5 dB, −10 dB, −15 dB,
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Fig 3. UL coverage probabilities against ΓM and zj in A2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g003

Fig 4. UL coverage probabilities for UH and NUH in A2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g004
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−20 dB, −25 dB and zS/zM = 30. The plots indicate that higher values of ΓM lead to lower cover-

age due to lower user association. Furthermore, the plots in both figures indicate that NUH

gives rise to higher coverage in contrast to UH. By employing RFA, the network performance

improves in both cases but due to less interference the coverage in NUH is better than UH.

Similarly, Fig 7A and 7B demonstrate UL coverage performance against IJs distribution

area for different values of zj and zS/zM = 10.

Fig 5. UL coverage probabilities against ΓM and zj. A: UH B: NUH.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g005

Fig 6. UL coverage probabilities against zj. A: UH B: NUH.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g006
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Both of these figures indicate that increasing IJs distribution area leads to improved cover-

age as the IJs become less effective. The figures further depict that at an area of 1 km2, NUH

with RFA leads to 19% UL coverage improvement due to significant interference reduction.

Finally, Fig 8A and 8B show UL coverage probability against IJs distribution area for differ-

ent values of ΓM. These figures consider zj = 100 and zS/zM = 10. The results indicate that

increase in the values of ΓM gives rise to lower coverage due to lower user connection. The

Fig 7. UL coverage probabilities against IJs distribution area for different values of zj and zS/zM = 10. A: UH B: NUH.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g007

Fig 8. UL coverage probabilities against IJs distribution area for different values of ΓM and zj = 100. A: UH B: NUH.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287709.g008
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figures also indicate that NUH with RFA and ΓM = -50 dB give rise to the highest coverage

gain in contrast to the rest of the scenarios.

5 Conclusion

This work aims to reduce ICI and IJI by employing SBS muting and RFA in HetNets. Various

network parameters such as jammer’s density, jammers transmit power and their distribution

area, SIR threshold are investigated against user coverage. The results are obtained for both

UHs and NUHs in addition to and without RFA. The results depict that NUHs employing

RFA outperform other scenarios in terms of UL coverage. Moreover, the investigation indi-

cates 20% UL coverage improvement at ΓM = −10 dB while using RFA and NUHs as compared

with RFA and UHs. This work can be extended to evaluate drone-based jammers in HetNets.
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